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Since the 19th century, scientists from all over the 
world have studied stem cells, from plants, to mice, 
to patients in search of a cure for their diseases.

1868 The term “stem cell” 
appears in scientific literature, 
when German biologist Ernst 
Haeckel uses the phrase stem cell.

Ernst Haeckel  
(1834-1919)
‘‘Stammzelle’’ 

Süreyya Tahsin Aygün (1895-1981) 
First regenerative medicine 
interventions; cell culture, myocardial 
regenartion. 



6207 clinical trials



13 clinical trials



Aortic aneurysm is caused by an imbalance between synthesis and degradation 
of extracellular matrices such as collagen and elastin in the aortic wall. 

Therefore, control of inflammation may be an alternative strategy for treatment 
of AA. 



Migration mechanism of MSCs; stimulation by the inflammatory cytokines…

MSCs are known to accumulate in damaged tissue sites. 

It has been reported that the migration of MSCs is accelerated through up-regulation of pro-
MMP-2 and membrane-type 1-MMP complex by stimulation of the inflammatory cytokines. 

MSCs have not only the potential anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive 
properties, they can be recruited into damaged tissue. 



Preclinical studies



murine AAA model 

Given the decreased rate of AAA in women, it is hypothesized that female MSC would 
attenuate AAA growth more than male MSC. 

-Aortas of male mice were perfused with pancreatic elastase to induce AAA formation. 

-Bone marrow-derived MSC from male and female mice were dosed via tail vein. 



Mean aortic dilation in the elastase group was 121±5.2%, while male MSC inhibited 
AAA growth (87.8±6.9%, P=0.008) compared to elastase. 

Female MSC showed the most marked attenuation of AAA growth (75.2±8.3% P= 
0.0004). 

Pro-inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), interleukin-1β (IL-1β), 
and macrophage chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1) were only decreased in tissues 
treated with female MSC (p=0.017, p=0.001, and p<0.0001, respectively when 
compared to elastase). 



Conclusion

- These data exhibit that female MSC more strongly attenuate AAA 
growth in the murine model. 

-   Furthermore, female MSC and male MSC inhibit proinflammatory 
cytokines at varying levels. 

Confocal microscopy revealing 
integration of MSC into the aortic 
wall (arrow) on day 14 



investigate the therapeutic efficacy of human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem 
cells (UC-MSCs) in elastase-induced AAA model 



UC-MSCs reduce elastin degradation and fragmentation. 



Meta-analysis of 18 studies demonstrated that MSCs 
intervention has significant therapeutic effects on suppressing 
aortic diameter enlargement compared with the control group.



Meta analysis with random effects model showed that MSCs 
intervention significantly reduced the final value of maximum 
diameter compared with the control group (P < 0.05). 



Adipose derived MSCs showed better therapeutic efficacy in AAA 
than other cell types regarding to maximum aortic diameter.



Significant improvement of allogeneic MSCs compared to 
xenogeneic MSCs in terms of maximum aortic diameter reduction.



Although IV-administration is the least invasive and simple procedure, the 
targeting ability is lower and injected MSCs are trapped in other tissues such as 
lung, spleen, liver and kidney. 

In contrast, the implantation of cell-sheet and the direct injection into aortic wall 
make it possible to target AA. 



Conclusion: 

Results suggested that MSC intervention is effective in AAA by 
suppressing aortic diameter enlargement, reducing elastin degradation, 
and modulating local immunoinflammatory reactions. 



It remains unclear

-cell numbers, 
-frequency and 
-administration timing 

of SCs are required for AA treatment. 



Clinial Trials



Both c-kit+ cells and CD34+ cells have been shown to play a critical role 
in tissue repair in the cardiovascular system; differentiate into endothelial 
cells, SMCs, and cardiomyocytes. 



This study demonstrates that “STRO-1+, c-kit+, and CD34+” cells are 
abundant in human TAA and TAD tissues, and that can differentiate 
into SMCs, fibroblasts, or macrophages within the diseased aortic wall. 

These findings suggest the potential for SCs to participate in both 
reparative and destructive aortic remodeling processes. 



Design of ARREST Trial

Phase I investigation into the safety of MSC infusion for patients with small AAA 
and the cells’ effects on modulation of AAA related inflammation.
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ARREST is a Phase I, single-center, double-blind, randomized controlled trial investigating 
infusion both dilute and concentrated MSCs compared to placebo in 36 small AAA (35-45 
mm) patients. 

Subjects will be followed by study personnel for 12 months to ascertain incidence of adverse 
events, immune cell phenotype expression, peripheral cytokine profile, and peri-aortic 
inflammation. 

Maximum transverse aortic diameter will be assessed regularly for 5 years by a combination 
of CT and duplex sonography. 



Methods

A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial evaluating the safety and 
efficacy of autologous bone marrow derived MSCs in suppressing expansion of 
small AAA (35- 50mm).

40 patients will be randomized in a 1:1 fashion to receive systemic 
administration of placebo or 3 doses of 2x106 MSC/kg. at baseline, 24, and 52 
weeks. 

The primary endpoint will be change in AAA diameter at 18 months as 
measured by a single blinded observer using contrast enhanced helical 
computed tomographic angiography (CTA).



The STOP-AAA will be the first in man study to assess the efficacy of 
autologous bone marrow derived MSCs to suppress AAA expansion. 



CONCLUSION

Treatment of AA using SCs has been demonstrated to be 
effective, and promises to be a new non-surgical therapeutic 
strategy. 





Stem Cells types
•Totipotent (total):

• Total potential to differentiate into any adult cell type
• Total potential to form specialized tissue needed for embryonic 

development
•Pluripotent (plural):

• Potential to form most or all 220 differentiated adult cell types
•Multipotent (multiple):

• Limited potential
• Forms only multiple adult cell types


